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3.3 Accessing and manipulating data

  Functional programming languages do not exactly 
access data, they are performing operations using 
input parameters and producing some data as result.

  Consequently, there should be no need for variables, 
resp. only very localized names to identify subresults 
of computations that will be immediately reused�
(as for example in pattern matching)

  Central to data manipulation is defining functions! 
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User-defined functions (I)

  For defining a function (that produces a value) we 
have to provide a type signature declaration and 
equations defining the function (using patterns and 
expressions)

  A type signature declaration provides for the 
function name the types of the arguments of the 
function and the result type:�

length   ::  [a] -> Integer 
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User-defined functions (II)

  The equations define the value of the function for 
different cases:

  length [] = 0 
 length (x:xs) = 1 + length xs 

  A function is applied by matching the pattern in the 
equations against the actual parameter values; the 
first matching equation defines the value of the 
function application

  If the parameter values are not matched by any 
equation, then the value of the application is ⊥ 
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User-defined functions (III)

  Following the ideas of the λ-calculus, functions can 
have as parameters other functions (thus producing a 
so-called higher-order function)

  map  :: (a->b) -> [a] -> [b] 
map f []  = [] 
map f (hd:tl) = f hd : map f tl 
is a very common functional construct that applies a 
function to each element of a list
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User-defined functions (IV)

  In tradition with the λ-calculus, we can define 
functions without giving them a name: �
lambda abstractions

  The lambda expression�
λ u. λ v.u�

is written in Haskell as�
\u -> \v -> u

  Appropriate types are assigned based on the types of 
the arguments

  There are a few shorthand notations for this
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Accessing fields within types (I)
  By using pattern matching, we already can introduce 

accessing a particular field of a value from a certain 
type:�

data Tree a = Leaf a | InnerNode (Tree a) (Tree a) 
 mytreefunction(InnerNode x (Leaf b))  … 

matches trees that consist of an arbitrary right 
subtree (assigning the variable x to it) and a leaf as 
left subtree (assigning the variable b to the content of 
this leaf).

  So, by using the constructors and pattern matching 
we can access every part of a value of a particular 
type. �
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Accessing fields within types (II)
  But this can require rather large pattern!
  Haskell offers as alternative assigning field labels 

when defining data types:�
data Tree a = Leaf a | InnerNode {lefttree, righttree :: (Tree a)} 

  Field labels automatically define selector functions 
that return the value of the field when applied to a 
value of the data type

  Field labels also can be used to create values of their 
data type

  Field labels can also be used within pattern
  A particular field label cannot be used in more than 

one type 
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Build-in functions (I)

  Haskell provides several type classes that, as already 
mentioned, require certain functions to be 
implemented in every type of the particular class

  These type classes form a hierarchy
  All build-in types are instances of such a type class 

and consequently provide all functions required by 
the type class (and its superclasses; multiple 
inhertitance is permitted; remember, these classes are 
not classes in the sense of Java or object-oriented 
programming!) 
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Build-in functions (II)

  It is possible to define your own type classes (in fact, 
all "built-in" type classes are actually defined in the 
Prelude module that is automatically included into 
the user-defined modules), but I strongly suggest not 
to mess with this!

  Some type classes:
 Eq: requires an equality function == and an 

inequality function /=
 Ord: ordered types, allowing for <, >, >= and so 

on  
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Build-in functions (III)

 Num: subclass of Eq, allowing for the standard 
operations on numbers, like +, -, *; �
has many subclasses 

  Defining an instance of a class:�
instance (Eq anytype) => Eq (CartProduct anytype) where 

 Prod a b == Prod c d     =  (a == c)  && (b == d) 
  When defining a type class, it is possible to provide 

default definitions for some of the functions
  Some more build-in functions:�

++: list concatenation; trigonometric functions, 
logarithms, etc 
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3.4 Structuring programs

  Essentially, in functional programming, all we need 
are function declarations. 

  If we have a type system allowing for user-defined 
types, some additional declarations might be 
necessary.

  Also, depending on what level of pattern matching is 
provided, we might need some additional ways to 
attach names to particular values or parts of values

  But, allowing for more higher-level structure has 
proven to be a useful addition
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Basic program structure in Haskell 

  A Haskell program is a collection of modules
  One module has to be called Main and must export the 

value main
  main has to be a computation of type IO a for some 

type a which is performed to produce the value of the 
program (which is discarded)

  There is a standard module Prelude containing a lot of 
definitions of type classes, data types and functions 
that is automatically imported into all modules
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Modules (I)

  A module defines a collection of values, data types 
(and other structures) in an environment created by a 
set of imports and it contributes exports to other 
environments�


  Module Mymodule (Mytype(..), myfunction, module B) where 
import Yourmodule (Yourtype,yourfunction) 
import B 
data Mytype  … 
myfunction … 

Exports
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Modules (II)

  Modules are used for name space control
  Every multi-module Haskell program can be 

converted into a single module Haskell program by 
making the names of each module unique in the new 
module (see the Java naming mechanism as an 
example how this can be done)
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Creating blocks for local names (I)

  Sometimes it is necessary (to avoid repeated 
computation of the same value) to bind a certain 
value (as result of evaluating an expression) to a 
name

  This is often necessary when using guards (i.e. 
boolean expressions used to enhance pattern 
matching)

  This is achieved by using where clauses:�
f x y   |  y>z     = … 
          |  y<=z   = … 
  where z = x*x*x 
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Creating blocks for local names (II)

  But where-blocks can also be used to define local 
functions:�
size :: Tree a -> Int 
size s = length (treeLst s) where 

  treeLst  Leaf a       = [a] 
  treeLst  InnerNode a b  = treeLst a ++ treeLst b 
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Layout

  Normally, there should be many braces and 
semicolons involved in all of our definitions (as it is 
usual in functions to indicate where certain parts of 
an expression belong to; see Lisp as a good example)

  Haskell allows for omitting many of those braces and 
semicolons by indicating the beginning of a new item 
in a (program expression) list by using the same off-
set in the new line as in the previous line

  This use of the layout of the program is allowed for 
where, let, do or of


